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|| SWAGRUHE POOJYATE JHESTHA, SWAGRAPE POOJYATE PRABHUHU ||
|| SWADESHE POOJYATE RAJA, VIDWAN SARVATRA POOJYATE ||

The eldest is respected in his house, the headman in his village, A king is respected in his country, but the learned everywhere.

WHAT IS CVL NAD?

CVL NAD is a system of creating and holding award details in electronic form and making them available for Verification to Employers and AsIs alike who are offering higher studies.

NAD - A DIGITAL EVOLUTION - PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC ACADEMIC AWARDS

An initiative of Government of India, facilitated by MHRD.

WHAT CVL NAD DOES?

**Before**

- Fake/ Forged Certificates
- No Transparency
- Issue in Award Retrieval
- Attestation Required
- Time consuming Verification process

**After**

- Maintains Integrity
- Reputational risk minimized
- Creates process Efficiency
- Retrieval Anytime/Anywhere
- Single Pool of Awards Verification @ Click in your time zone

“Single Digital Database for Safekeeping and Administration of Awards” under custody, thus, creating a “Single point of access” for our Stakeholders: Academic Institutions, Students and Verifiers.

Our Basket: WHAT IS ON OFFER?

- Transcripts
- Migration Certificates
- Mark-Sheets
- Skill Certificates
- Diplomas
- Convocation / Degrees
- Transfer Certificates
- Provisional Certificates

Progress @ CVL NAD

- Academic Institutions 224
- Students 11,302
- Verifiers 95

CVL NAD- Building Trust, Through Digital Innovation

- Paperless
- Efficient
- Eco-Friendly
- Digital
- Convenient

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

Connect with us: 13 offices PAN India

Head Office: Mumbai

Regional Offices: Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Kanpur, Kochi, Kolkata, Ludhiana, New Delhi, Pune

CVL NAD Contact:

📞 +91 22 2305 8760 / 8761
✉️ nad@cdslindia.com • www.cvl.nad.co.in

Disclaimer: Information Collection and Use, Communications

This eNewsletter is meant for informational purposes only and does not constitute any opinion. While using CVL NAD, we may ask you to provide us with certain personally identifiable information that can be used to contact or identify you. We may use this information to contact you with newsletters, marketing or promotional materials and other information that may be of interest to you. You may opt out of receiving any, or all, of these communications from us by following the unsubscribe link in the e-mail or instructions provided in our email. Any alteration in part or in whole or reproduction in any form of this eNewsletter or any part thereof without prior consent of CVL NAD is prohibited.